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Abstract

In the recent years, due to the emergence of new models of production based on collaboration, collaborative writing tools started to be increasingly used by various communities. Due to great variety of groupware software, there is the need of criteria for discriminating the working modes supported by these tools. In this paper we propose a new model for the classification of collaborative writing tools. Based on our model, we categorize most popular existing collaborative tools. We also propose novel working modes that are not adopted by existing tools and that improve the process of collaboration.

1. Introduction

Collaborative writing (CW) is becoming increasingly common, often compulsory in academic and corporate work. Most of all written work is produced collaboratively [5], writing journal papers, technical manuals and planning presentations being few examples of common collaborative writing activities.

Many definitions of CW exist [11]. In this paper we consider the most commonly used definition according to which CW is the process of two or more people working together to create a complex document.

The major benefits of collaborative writing include reducing task completion time, reducing errors, getting different viewpoints and skills, and obtaining an accurate text [20, 17]. On the other side, many challenges are raising, ranging from the technical challenges of maintaining consistency and awareness to the social challenges of supporting group activities and conventions across many different communities.

The nature of collaboration varies extensively [20] in terms of the group writing strategies, relationships and roles of the team members and the proximity and synchronicity of collaborative activities. For instance, for collaboratively writing a document various strategies exist: users can jointly write a document by working closely together or they can work separately, their work being subject to review by other group members. Relationships among users involved in the collaboration are either established by organisational poli-
groups of individuals who contribute at different times, and typically also are geographically dispersed”.

Moreover, some existing collaborative tools can be classified as belonging to several categories represented by the CSCW matrix. For instance, it is the case of Version Control Systems (VCS) and Google Docs. VCS [7] use the copy-modify-merge paradigm. This allows users to work insulated and therefore not being bothered with modifications done by other authors. Insulated work is considered as an asynchronous mode of interaction although people often work in same time. Thus, according to the matrix, VCS should be also classified as synchronous (same time) systems. Recently, web-based collaborative tools for editing documents and spreadsheets developed by major software vendors such as Google (Google Docs and Spreadsheets [9]) attracted the interest of a large number of users. Documents can be shared, and can be opened and edited by multiple users at the same time. Google Docs is considered as an online real-time collaborative writing tool. However, Google Docs uses exactly the same principles as a VCS. The user can import the document from the server in order to edit it through the web interface. When users save their changes, the document is saved on Google’s servers. As we previously shown, VCS can be considered both synchronous and asynchronous. Therefore, Google Docs can be also classified as both synchronous and asynchronous according to the CSCW matrix.

Moreover, multi-synchronous tools [4, 14, 16, 18] that incorporate synchronous and asynchronous work can fit in any classification of CSCW matrix. As we previously showed, this is also the case of Google Docs. However, multi-synchronous work supports insulated work while Google Docs does not. Therefore, two different classes of tools, multi-synchronous tools and Google Docs, are equally classified according to the CSCW matrix.

Finally, the matrix supposes that all group members work in the same working mode at any moment of time. However, this is not the most general case regarding the user working modes during a collaborative activity. At a certain time during the collaboration some group members can work in real-time while others prefer working in insulation.

We therefore see the need of new criteria for classification of various modes of collaboration. In this paper, we present a model for the categorization of interaction modes that offers support for the classification of existing tools. Moreover, in this paper we present novel modes of collaboration derived from our model, that are not currently supported by current tools. In [17], it was pointed out that new interaction modes can make collaborative writing more attractive for end users and we think that the novel working modes that we propose can improve the adoption of CW tools by a large public.

The paper is organized as follows. We start by presenting our new model for the classification of collaborative writing modes. This model is called SRI, SRI standing for Sending, Reception and Integration. It allows to distinguish between the different interaction phases during a cooperative writing, as we show in section 2. We then go on in section 3 to categorize existing collaborative systems according to our model. In section 4, we present new modes of interaction and we show their importance. In section 5, we present our concluding remarks and directions of future work.

2. The SRI model

In this section, we present our interaction model for a collaborative writing system.

A collaborative writing system consists of a set of participant systems connected by a communication network. In this paper, we are going to use the term site for denoting a participant system. There is one site per user (author). We consider that the shared document is replicated at each site.

In other words, a collaborative writing system is modelled as follows. It considers n sites, each site owns a copy of shared data. When a site performs an update, it generates a corresponding operation. An operation is processed in four steps:

1. Execution on one site,
2. (S)ending to other sites,
3. (R)ecception by other sites,
4. (I)ntegration on other sites.

According to the phases of processing of an operation, sending, reception and integration, we called our model of interaction in a collaborative writing system as the SRI model.

When an operation is generated, it is immediately executed on the local site. On most systems, this means that its effects are immediately visible on the local site. The operation is then sent to the other sites, which receive and integrate it.

Most existing systems do not distinguish between the phases of reception and integration. In SRI, we consider that the two phases are different and that it is possible to receive operations without integrating them, as we show later in this paper.

In what follows we describe the phases of our model, i.e. sending, reception and integration and the parameters that describe these phases.

2.1. Sending

This phase raises three issues: what to send, when to send and to whom to send the data. Some pre-conditions have to be verified in order to send data. For example, in order to send operations, users have to be connected.

Pre-condition The sending phase can be refused if pre-conditions are not satisfied. Pre-conditions are specific
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New modes</th>
<th>Sending</th>
<th>Reception</th>
<th>Integration</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single-user editor</td>
<td>User</td>
<td>User</td>
<td>Unsupported</td>
<td>Easy to use, Insulation, Offline mode</td>
<td>Preplanning required, No integration support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Mail</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-time editor</td>
<td>Immediate</td>
<td>Immediate</td>
<td>Immediate</td>
<td>Reactive writing, No preplanning, No sending pre-condition</td>
<td>No insulation, No offline mode, Small size group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Docs</td>
<td>System / User triggered</td>
<td>System / User triggered</td>
<td>Immediate</td>
<td>Online editor, Reactive writing, No preplanning, No sending pre-condition</td>
<td>No insulation, No offline mode, Low responsiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiki</td>
<td>User (if up-to-date)</td>
<td>User</td>
<td>Manual</td>
<td>Online editor for web pages, Insulation</td>
<td>Sending pre-condition, Blind modifications, No offline mode, Poor integration support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVS/Subversion</td>
<td>User (if up-to-date)</td>
<td>User</td>
<td>Immediate</td>
<td>Insulation, Offline mode</td>
<td>No real-time, Blind modifications, Risk of redundancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAMS</td>
<td>User / Immediate</td>
<td>User / Immediate</td>
<td>Immediate</td>
<td>Work modes transition</td>
<td>Blind modifications in UUI mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICE</td>
<td>User / Immediate / System -triggered</td>
<td>User / Immediate / System -triggered</td>
<td>Immediate</td>
<td>Work modes transition</td>
<td>Blind modifications in UUI mode</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. SRI Matrix

to each collaborative work mode. For example, in the copy-modify-merge paradigm, users cannot send operations if they are not up-to-date with last published copy. In turn taking, users cannot send data if they do not have the token.

What Sites send operations. For example, in a wiki system, when a user saves his page, the browser sends an operation containing the new page content. In VCS systems, when a user commits his changes, the system sends a patch containing all modifications.

When It is possible to send the operation immediately, user triggered or system triggered.

Immediately Operations can be sent immediately, such as in real-time writing software. When a user types a character, the operation is generated locally and broadcast immediately to the other users.

User Triggered Sending modifications can be deferred to a moment decided by the user due to one or more of the following reasons:

- to preserve users privacy,
- to temporarily allow users to work offline and publish their changes at a later time,
- to do not bother other users with very draft changes.

For example, insulated work in VCS tools implies User Triggered Send mode.

System Triggered The system itself sends automatically modifications based on a time interval, as in Google Docs for example.

to Whom It is possible to send changes to all participants or to some participants. In some situations, it is useful to make changes public only to certain participants. For example, it is the case that a user wants to send his draft just to a specific reviewer before making it publically available to other users. A VCS system can support this scenario by using the branching mechanism. The user
can then choose to commit on the branch shared with the reviewer.

2.2. Reception

Concerning the reception phase, the issues that are raised are when to enable the reception of operations and what to receive.

**When** As in the sending phase, it is possible to receive the modifications immediately, user triggered or system triggered.

- **Immediately** Real-time editors such as SubEthaEdit [19] receive modifications as soon as possible.
- **User Triggered** Other systems such as VCS let users choose when they want to receive remote changes.
- **System Triggered** In Google Docs the system decides when to receive remote changes.

**What** A site can receive all modifications sent by the other sites or can filter what to receive. It is possible to filter according to the source or to the content. For example, in a VCS system such as Darcs [3], users can select patches they want to retrieve from remote sites.

Once remote changes are received, it is necessary to decide when these changes are integrated.

2.3. Integration

Concerning the integration phase, we analyse next when operations can be integrated and what operations can be integrated.

**When** It is possible to integrate operations immediately, in a user triggered or system triggered manner.

- **Immediately** In most existing systems such as real-time groupware, Wikis and VCS, when remote data are received, integration is performed immediately.
- **User Triggered** In systems such as Mercurial [12] or Darcs [3], remote operations can be received, but not integrated immediately. These systems allow users to inspect remote changes before their integration.
- **System Triggered** To our knowledge, no existing system supports this mode of integration.

**What** Users can select what operations to integrate. For example, in CVS [2] users can choose which files to update.

After defining the SRI model, the next step is to classify existing collaborative tools with our new Model.

3. SRI Matrix

The SRI matrix classifies existing collaborative tools according to the criteria Sending, Reception and Integration defined by the SRI Model. Figure 2 presents a classification of the most representative collaborative writing tools according to the SRI model. The table lists the advantages and disadvantages of the interaction modes offered by the analysed tools.

In spite of the fact that many specialized collaborative writing systems have been developed in the last 30 years, many people continue to collaborate using a single text editor and the email. In this case, users decide when to send modifications. They receive remote modifications when reading their email and they manually perform integration. This work mode requires a good planification of activities [17]. Integration raises no problems if people work sequentially. If the document is well segmented, different people can work in parallel on different associated segments. For example, a conference proceeding contains a collection of disjoint papers and the integration of papers in the proceedings has to be performed manually, but is trivial process.

As we previously mentioned, a requirement of this work mode is a good planification. However, collaborative writing is often a non-linear dynamic process [8]. Therefore, this work mode is restricted to the collaborative writing mode where a document can be decomposed in disjoint segments. When document decomposition is not possible, the integration of overlapping changes is too complex to be done manually performed.

In real-time editors such as SubethaEdit [19] or Coword [22], operations are sent immediately and integrated as soon as they are received. Real-time editors allow reactive writing [11] where users react and adjust each other modifications and additions without a pre-planning and explicit coordination strategy. However, real-time editors do not support insulated work. Moreover, this work mode is only suitable for small size groups.

In Google Docs operations can be sent either automatically by the system at very short intervals or by users at certain moments decided by them. Similarly, reception of operations is triggered by users or automatically performed by the system after a default time interval. As soon as operations are received, they are integrated on the current version of the document. As in real-time editing, Google Docs adopts a reactive writing strategy and features all advantages mentioned for real-time editors. However, due to the small delay for sending and reception of operations, the group reactivity is decreased compared to real-time editing tools.

Although according to our criteria of classification and evaluation, Google Docs has less positive features than real-time editors, it is a very popular tool. Its popularity raises from the tendency of big vendors to adopt web as workplace. The advantages of using an online editor are easy
access and instant sharing of documents from everywhere using a standard web browser. Moreover, real-time editing systems still remain at the stage of research prototypes focused on one aspect of collaboration such as concurrency control and have not yet reached the maturity of commercial systems. Therefore, it is possible to build an online real-time editor, but currently, none is available.

The Wiki system is the first collaborative online editor for editing web pages. Ease of use, instant sharing and the possibility to edit pages from everywhere make wiki systems very popular. Wikis use the copy-modify-merge paradigm. Sending is allowed only if all concurrent changes are already received and integrated. Due to the copy-modify-merge paradigm used, Wikis allow insulated work. However, no awareness is provided during insulated work and therefore blind modifications can occur. The user will see concurrent changes only when saving the page. The integration mechanism simply warns users that concurrent changes exist, but users have to manually reconcile their version with the last version.

CVS/Subversion implements the copy-modify-merge paradigm and thus allows insulated work. Users decide when operations should be published. However, sending operations can be rejected by the system if user copies are not up to date. Users decide when to receive updates and once received, operations are immediately integrated. Therefore, these systems make no distinctions between the phases of reception and integration. Users can work offline, a network connection being only required for sending and receiving operations. The main disadvantage of the offline work mode is blind modifications. Blind modifications can lead to redundancy or to useless work. For example, a user can modify a section while another user deletes the same section, leading to useless work. Two users can modify the same section concurrently with the same intentions and, therefore, redundant work is performed.

NICE [18] is an extension of SAMS as it offers more flexibility for the sending/receiving operations. Both SAMS and NICE systems do not make distinction between the reception and integration phases, this being the main reason that leads to blind modifications.

Unlike all existing tools, we point out that insulated work mode can be achieved by deferring integration while receiving operations in real-time. If concurrent operations are available, it is possible to provide awareness of concurrent changes in real-time, and therefore preventing blind modifications. In the next section we present two new work modes for collaborative writing that prevent blind modifications.

4. New SRI Modes

Compared to 20 years ago, today people are working most of the time connected. This situation creates the opportunity to have a new work mode where people work connected and insulated. In this mode users can receive remote operations in real-time and decide when to integrate them locally. Real-time reception of remote operations gives the opportunity to provide a new kind of awareness for collaborative editors. For example, a user working on a section can be aware in real-time that concurrent operations have been performed on this section. Figure 3 illustrates our two new modes of interaction.

The first new mode UIU is an improvement of the UUI mode offered by CVS. Instead of deferring reception as in CVS, we defer integration. Blind modifications can still occur, but it is possible to indicate in real-time the location of concurrent changes in the document as soon as this information is available. For example, in [15], authors propose an awareness system based on an editing profile that counts operations performed on different parts of the document, such as paragraphs, sentences and words. Since concurrent operations are available only when updates are performed, the editing profile is computed only after integration is performed. Our new work mode would allow to receive concurrent operations and compute the editing profile proposed in [15] in real-time.

The main disadvantage of the UIU work mode is blind modifications. In order to eliminate blind modifications, we introduced the IIU mode. In this mode, operations are sent and received immediately as in real-time editors. To preserve insulated work, integration is triggered by users. In

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New modes</th>
<th>Sending</th>
<th>Reception</th>
<th>Integration</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UIU Mode</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>Insulation</td>
<td>Blind modifications, Preserve privacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIU Mode</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>No blind modifications, Insulation</td>
<td>No Privacy, Intermediate results</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. New SRI Modes
the meantime, a new kind of awareness [13] can be used to notify users about the amount of concurrent changes and their location in the document. In [13] authors proposed to compute a divergence metric based on the counting of conflicting concurrent operations. They claim that if users can be aware of the amount of divergence in the system, they will start to communicate and generate some kind of auto-coordination to prevent expensive integration phases. They introduced a new widget to visualize divergence as illustrated in figure 4.

In this figure, a user can see the evolution of the amount of divergence with two other users. Our IIU new work mode allows to have such widget computed in real-time. On the other hand, it means that users agree to publish their modifications in real-time, their privacy being violated in this way. A mode where local operations are not sent immediately but are system triggered as in Google Docs can be proposed. This allows to find a balance between insulation and blind modifications. Solving privacy is currently a limitation of the IIU mode and we are currently investigating this issue.

5. Conclusion

This paper proposes novel criteria for the classification of various modes of collaborative interaction. It describes the SRI model which is based on the three phases of processing of a message exchanged between users during the collaboration, i.e. the phases of sending, reception and integration. It classifies existing collaborative tools by using SRI model and it shows the pros and cons of the working modes used by these systems. It also proposes novel working modes that are not adopted by existing tools and that improve the awareness of users while preserving their privacy by working in insulation.

We plan to investigate other new working modes for collaboration as well as implement some of the novel proposed modes in our systems [14].
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